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a m a t m is rhrough the use of hanlware
replication. This set of redundant components
allows the flight control system to continue to
perform its function in spite of the failure of some
of its components. Unfortunately, this scheme
only woks in those systems where the redundant
inmment sets do not impose an undue burden of
cost, weighr size, complexity and power
consumption.
Meanwhile, the fight control
system itself is designed to be robust with respect
to random variations in aerodynamic stability
derivatives, high kquency unmodeled dynamics,
time delay, sensor noise, and atmospheric
turbulence. If the aircraft dynamics are altered
due to uncontrollable changes such as failed
senso~s,actuators, or damaged smctural elements,
the robust flight control system continues to
function as intended, providing response to pilot's
command inputs that is close to nominal
performance. Still, it can not protect the aircraft
against catastrophic loss of control surfaces due to
battle damage.

Reconfiguration of multivariable flight
control laws after surface damage, sensor and
actuator failures using robust full-state direct
adaptive control is studied in this paper. m e
reconfigurable. flight controller distributes control
authority among the remaining surfaces without
explicit knowledge of a given failure condition. A
comparison of the unimpaired and rewnfigumi
AFTI/F-16 aircraft longitudinal responses in the
presence of atmospheric turbulence and sensor
noise is made.
I. Introduction

v

Feedback is defined as that property of a
closed-loop system which permits its output and
input to be compared so that an appropriate
control action may be formed as some function of
the output and input. A special concem in the
design of a feedback control system is the
reliability of the components carrying out the
control action.
Failure of one or more
components will cenainly have an impact on
performance. Intuitively, one expects the overall
control system performance to degrade, even to
the point of instability.

In 1984, the US. Air Force night
Dynamics Laboratory initiated the Self-Repairing
Flight Control System hogram (Reference 1).
The program objectives call for the design of an
aircraft reconfigurable flight control system capable
of yielding increased surfivability, reduced support
requirements. and decreased life cycle cost To
achieve these objectives, an advanced airmft
would have redundant aerodynamic control
surfaces and excess control power. Rather than
relying on the use of hardware replication, a
reconfigurable flight contml system exploits these
inherent control redundancies to resmcture in real
time after sensor and amator f a i l m or control
surface damage to preserve stability and pilot's
command u a c b g . This approach sign16cantly
increases the flight control system suMvabiity,
while simultaneously eliminating actuator and

Most modem high-performance tactical
fighter aircrafts, which are inherently open-loop
unstable, rely on a feedback flight control system
to coordinate movement of various control surfaces
so as to maintain a stable maneuver and to
achieve level-1 handling qualities throughout the
operational envelope. Control surface damage or
actuator failure may significantly degrade
decoupled aircraft longitudinal and lateraldirectional control axes. A uaditional scheme for
protecting an aircrafi flight control system against
failures in its sensors or elecuohydraulic servo
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servo hardware
and
supporting systems.
Component reduction then leads to improved
maintainability and lower life cycle cost

variables accessible in the presence of bounded
external disturbance and sensor iioise

Various approaches to reconfigurable
flight control system have been proposed: use of
pseudo-inverse or control mixer to distribute
control authority among the remaining surfaces
after failure (References 2 and 3). super-conuoller
strategy based on synthesis of polynomial
networks (References 4 and 3, precomputed
control laws with explicit Failure Detection and
Isolation (EX) pairwise hypothesis testing
(Reference 6), propxiional-integal implicit model
following (Reference 7), model-following flight
control system based on hyperstability concepts
(Reference 8). low-order model reference adaptive
control (MRAC) (Reference 9). and multiple
model adaptive estimation and conml (Reference

y=x+w

IO).

w

In this paper, we apply a recently
developed robust full-state model reference
adaptive control technique (Reference 11) to the
design of a reconfigurable longitudinal flight
operafing
control law for a typical fighter air&
in the presence of armospheric turbulence. The
reconfigurable flight controller consists of feedback
and feedforward gains calculated on-line to
minimize some measure of the error between the
outputs compted with
reference model and air&
noise.
Reconfiguration is illustrated for
unexpected changes in the aircraft configuration
introduced by sensor, control actuator failures, and
surface damage. Failure modes cover sluggish
actuator and sensor, and battle damage is limited
to a partially missing surface.
Results are
summarized in the conclusions.

E. Direct Adautive Control

k = Ax + Bu + Gv with x(0) given

x, x(O), y, w E R"', u E R"" and v E R"'
(A,B) controllable and A either stable or unstable
A=%+AA
B = B, + AB with u-(AB) given
G = G, + AG with o,(AG) given
u-(.): maximum singular value of a mahix
A, A, AA E R",
G, Go, AG E R"'

We consider the dmct adaptive control of

B, B., AB

E

(3)
(4)

(5)

R""

disturbance llVlll = p. 2 0
noise Ilwl12 = p. 5 0
11.14: Euclidean norm of a vector
A reference model is described by

& = 4n. + B,r

with ~ ( 0 given
)

Y. = x,
x,. ~ ( 0 ) .y. E R"' and r E R"'

r(t): piecewise-continuous bounded funaion of
time

(&,B.)

&

E

controllable and
R"" and B, E R""

4.stable

u(t) of Equation (I) is generated as
u=Ky+E.r

(10)

where K E R"" and E E R"" are to be adjusted
according to some dynamic control laws to make

lim e, = 0 where e,
t++m

Robustness of an adaptive control system
with respect to a class of high-frequency
unmodeled dynamics, parameter variations, and
bounded input/output disNrbances has become a
measurement of performance of the adaptive
control laws used. This section reviews a robust
direct or model reference adaptive control
(MRAC) technique. It is a simple extension of
the e,-modification scheme (Reference 12); hence,
the assumption of persistency of excitation is not
required.
The details of the robust MRAC
approach are extensively discussed in (Reference
11) and are only outhed in this paper.

(1)
(2)

y

- y.

From Equations (I), (2). (8), (9) and (10)
we have

5 = (A + BK)x + BEr + BKw + Gv

(12)

01

k. = &e, + B@,x + B@&+ BKw + Gv

(13)

where
e. x - x, or e. = e, - w
control parameter error @K = K - K'
control parameter error @E = E - E'

(141
(15)
(16)

an unknown nh-order multivariable plant with state
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IS and E' satisfy

-_

failure modes are presented.
Assuming linearity within a neighborhood

A+BK'=%,
BE' = B,

of a nominal operating point of Mach number 0.6
and altitude 3000 ft in straight and level tlighs a

The adaptive control laws are given by
.

state-space mathematical model approximating the
rigid aircraft short-period equations of motion in
stabiity axis is described by (Reference 13)

I

k=F=(-rK
@ BdPe,y'-rllle,ll,+,)/(l+~()

&=E=(-f, 63 B,'Pes'-rllle,lL~dl+ri)
with K(0) and E(0) given

(19)
(20)

~ = ( % + ~ ) x ~ ~ + ~ ) u + G ~ +X(O)=O
A G ) v , (2s)
y=x+w

where
where
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constant adaptive gains r,=r,'>o and r,=rET>0
@:element by element multiplication of 2 mauices

[y, flight path angle (deg)]
[q, pitch rate (deg/sec)l
rl
= ~ l l e y ~ l l z+ P ~ ~ - ( P ) I ~ ~ +~ $ ~ Y ~ ~ ~ [a,angle of attack (deg)]
[S., left elevator deflection (deg)]
~WLIO-(~)
a[, right elevator deflection (deg)]
+ p.[ IIPB,@gll, + llPBo+&
[b,. left flaperon deflection (deg)]
+ p.Uk,'W,lL + [lle,Tll, + p,o-B)lo-(AG)
S[, right flaperon deflection (deg)]
+ p.o-(PGJl
(21)
x=y=

normalization factor l + r ( assures robustness in
the presence of m o d e l e d dynamics,
= Iy' r 7

(bed, = f 25 (deg)

LT

(6,).

*

u =S[,

left elevator deflection command (deg)]

= 25 (de&
= f 20 (deg)
@A,.. = f 20 (deg)

,)S,(,
Equations (19) and (20) are a set of
differential equations describing the control
parameter errors 9% and +E as functions of the
output e m e,.
Stability is assured by the
existence of a quadratic Lyapunov function

[6, right elevator deflection command (deg)]
[6,, left flaperon deflection command (deg)]
[&, right flaperon deflection command (deg)]

4

V=e,'Pe.+trace(+,'~,)+~ce(+~+~),P=P*>O

(22)
V:

which yields
V S e,TQe, - p.o
' .-(Q)
+ 211e,lQl12p.
P satisfies &'P + P& = - Q given Q=Q'zO
am*(.):
minimum singular value of a matrix
~

wind disturbance model (Reference 14)
$t) = -0.2 v(t) + O.Z(t)
(26)
&t): Zero mean, Gaussian white noise
E(QtM(z)] = 1.0 S(t z) (ft/sec)'
standard deviation = 1.0 (Wsec)
root-mean-square response of v
(ft/sec), p.=0.3162 Figure 21

-

(23)
(24)

Therefore, all the signals e,(t), K(t), Eft),
In the
y(t) and u(t) are uniformly bounded.
absense of external disturbance and noise, the
error e, will converge to zero asymptotically.

W:

III.Examole
Application of the robust direct adaptive
control technique discussed above to design a
reconfigurable longitudinal flight control law for a
high performance aircraft is demonstrated using
the AFll/F-16 model (Figure 1). Stability and
decoupled response
characteristics through
coordinated deflections of aerodynamic surfaces
are the control objectives. After linear dynamic
models of longitudinal motion are reviewed,
simulation results of the performance of the
reconfigurable flight controller under various

uncorrelated
random
input,
normally distributed between 0.01
and -0.01, is applied to the output
y to simulate the effect of added
noise to the sensor signals
(Figure 2). p1 = (7'0.01')'"
=
0.0265

Table 1: A, B, and G mauices
A. =
0.0067 1.3411 0.0845 0.0845
-0.8694 43.2230 -8.6255 -8.6255
0.9933 -1.341 1 6.0845 6.0845
0 . m 0 . m - 2 0 . m O.oo00
O.Oo30 O.Oo30 O.oo00 0 . W - 2 0 . m
0 . W 0 . W O . W o 0 O.oo00 O.oo00
O.Ow0 O.Ow0 O.Ow0 0 . m 0 . m
0 . m
0 . m
O.Oo30
O.Oo30

3
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*10%*(+1.3411)
*10%*(+43.223)
t10%*(-1.3411)
0
0
0
0

eigenvalues of A=
I

0.0
5.4515 "unstable mode"
-7.662
-20.0
-20.0
-20.0
-20.0

C-,(AG) = 4.3265

AA and AG reflect uncertainties in aerodynamic

AA = f10% of 4 (rows 1 through 3 only)

stability derivatives (Figure 2)

AA=

At this ilight condition, the aircraft is
unstable, with a mode at 5.4515 (rausec). A
reference model incorporating desired level-1
handling qualities (Reference 15) is given as

O.CKl67 1.3411 0.0845 0.0845 0.1259 0.1259]
-0.869443.2230 -8.6255 -8.6255 6.7883 6.78831
0.9933 -1.3411 6.0845 4.0845 6.1259 6.1259]
. m 0 . m -2o.m 0 . m 0 . m 0 . m
. m 0 . m 0 . m -2o.m 0 . m 0 . m
0.~00OMXM o . m 0 . m 0 . m - 2 o . m 0 . m
0.0030 0.~000 . m 0 . m 0 . m 0 . m - 2 n . m
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+lO%*[O.O
ilO%*[O.O
*lO%*[O.O
0.m 0
0 . m 0

=
Ym = a

B, =
0.
0.
0.
20.
0.
0.
0.

with ~ ( 0 =) 0

(27)

where
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.

0.
0.
0.

0.
20.
0.
0.

0.
0.
20.
0.

0.
0.
0.
20.

a?.= [r, a g h t path angle ( W l

[q, pitch m e fdeg/sec)l
[a,angle of a d (kg11
[S,,left elevator deflection (deg)]
[S, right elevator deflection (deg)]
[S., left flaperon deflection (deg)]
[S, right flaperon deflection (deg)]

4

AB = - B.

AB=
0.
0.

0.
-20.
0.
0.
0.

+ B.r

0.
0.
0.

0.
-20.
0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
-20.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

I

=[e,

pilot's pitch attitude command (deg)]

[yC,pilot's ilight path angle command (deg)]

Reference 13 discusses in detail the
design of borh K. and E. for pitch pointing and
vertical uanslation. Feedback controller K , is
designed via eigenvalueeigenvector placement by
output feedback to ensure that the aircraft fight
control system has good feedback properties such
as rise time, damping, gain and phase margins.
Feedforward iilter E. provides zero steady-state
tracking error and good decoupling between 8,
and 'y. responses to pilot's commands.

0.
0.
-20.

GmJAB) = 20

G.=

1.3411
43.223
-1.3411
0
0
0

Table 2:

--

K., E,, &, and B.

matrices

2.2146 0.9220 7.3298 6.2931 6.2931 4.0504 6.0504
2.2146 0.9220 7.3298 4.2931 4.2931 4.0504 4.0504
-5.4568 4.9097 -10.20970.2138 0.2138 0.0434 0.0434
-5.4568 -0.9097 .in.?n97 0.2138 0.2138 0.0434 0.0434

0

AG = i10% of Go
Ae-

E, =
A
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-3.0260
-3.0260
2.0303
2.0303

0.8114
0.8114
3.4265
3.4265

0.0943 0.0171 0.1512 4.0047 4 . W 7 -0.0019 4.0019

0.0171 0.0057 0.0397
0.1512 0.0397 0.3257
4.W47 4.0016 4.0108
4.0047 4.0016 6.0108
4.0019 4.0305 4.0041
4.Wl9 4.0305 4.0041

A“=
0.0303 0.0067 1.3411 0.0845
0.0303 4.8694 43.2230 -8.6255
0.0303 0.9933 -1.3411 4.0845.
44.2910 18.4409 146.5961 -25.8628
44.2910 18.4409 146.5961 -5.8628 .
-109.1365 -18.1948 -204.1946 4.2755
-109.1365 -18.1948 -204.1946 4.2155

0845
6255 .
1845

-

,8628
,8628
.2759
,2759

259
1259
83 - ‘883
59 4 259
085 ,0085
085 ,0085
1320 .8680
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6.0108
0.0307
O.ooo4
0.0301
0.0301

4.0108 4.0041 4.0041
O.ooo4 0.0301 0.0301
0.0307 0.0301 0.0301
0.0301 0.0303 0.aXa
0.0301 0.0303 0.0303

amp) = 0.4058
PB. =

‘80 . .13m

-0.0933
-0.0310
-0.2166
0.0136
0.0086
0.0026
0.0026

B. =
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
-60.5194
-60.5194
40.6066
40.6066

4.0016 4.0016 4.0305 4.0305

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
16.2284
16.2284
68.5299
68.5299

a-(F‘B.)

-0.0933
-0.0310
-0.2166
0.0086
0.0136
0.0026
.
0.0026

-0.0374 -0.0374
-0.0097 -0.0097
-0.0826 -0.0826
0.0026
0.0026
0.0026
0.0026
0.0057
0.0007
0.0007
0.06S7
~

~

~~

= 0.3611

PGa=
The reconfigurable
conaol law is &lined by

longitudinal

flight

0.6621
0.2167
1.4841
-0.0588
-0.0588
-0.0179
-0.0179

(29)

u=Ky+Er

where
W

[ k i t kn ki, k,, k,, ku kul
[k,, kn kn k,, k,, ku k s l
K =k
x L b kx kx k s ks1
k,k, k, k, k, k k
1

K and E are adjusted using the following
adaptive laws

[e,, e,,]
[e,, e121
E = [e,, %I
[e,) %I
The choice of quadratic output error
weighting matrix Q of Equation (24) is made
hivial by assigning identical weights to its
diagonal elements. Given

Q = 1.&-02*

[ l o 0 0 0 0 01
[O 1 0 0 0 0 01
[00100001
[O 0 0 1 0 0 01
[00001001
[0000010]
[O 0 0 0 0 0 11

we solve for P from 4 T

+ P4.

= - Q.

Table 3: P, PB,, and PG,
5
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ro 0 0

The failed pitch rate sensor is represented
by 10/(s+50)

11

q=(llerTPllr + 0.0265*0.4058I ( IIKyll,
+ 0.0265*(llPB~yll, + IIPBJ3I1,) +
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command sequence over a 20-sccond time interval
is shown in Figure 3.

o o 01

at e 1 0 (sec). This chosen impairment time at the
comer of the flight path angle curve V i m 3)
would yield a dramatic failure since the flight path
angle has not reached its steady-state value.

+ lMl,)*20

0.3 162*{ Ile~TG.ll~+[lle,’PII,+0.0265*0.4058]*4.3265
+ 0.0265*1.6417]
[O 0 0
K(0) = [O 0 0
[o 0 0
to 0 0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Figure 3 shows time history plots
comparing the AFWF-16 aircraft response with no
failure, failure with reconfiguration, and failure
without reconfiguration. The no-fail (reference
model) response is shown as a solid w e . The
reconfigured system response is shown as shortdashed h e , and the failed response (basic flight
control system with nominal feedback & and
feedforward gain E, listed in Table 2) is shown as
long-dashed curve. Note that the flight path angle
responses
of
the
three
systems
are
indistinguishable.

01
01
01
01

[O 01

W

It should be noted that the choice of r.
(Equation 19). r, (Equation 20), and Q (Equation
24) has an in5uence on the speed of adaptation.
In this example, no extensive search for other
combinations was made.
First-order highfrequency unmodeled sensor dynamics have been
added of the form

(yJxJ = 50/(s+50) for i = 1, 2, 3
Y, = Y. + wi

In spite of the effects of wind
disturbance, sensor noise, and f10% modeling
e m r s in mbility and control derivatives, the basic
tlight control system is stable and fairly robust
before the pitch rate sensor impairment. After
that, the tlaperon and elevator responses of the
failed system exhibit oscillatory behavior and have
larger magnitudes of peak e x d o n . On the other
hand, the control activity is reasonable in the
reconfigured case.

(30)

The reconfigurable longitudinal flight
control system performance with two failure
modes is demonstrated using a nonlinear,
continuous-time simulation. The simulations were
carried out on MATRIXx SYSTEM BUILD
(Reference 16) using the variable step KuaaMearson method with a sampling time Ak0.02
second.

3.2 Slugrjsh Actuator & Battle-Damaze Surface
With the same pilot’s command sequence
repeated, a variety of impairments were done to
both left and right flaperons as well as elevators at
e10 (sec) to test the reconfigurable longitudinal
flight control system capability to handle
simultaneous failures. These impauments involve
sluggish actuators and partially missing surfaces
caused by battle damage.

3.1 Pitch Rate Sensor Failure
Initially, the AFTIF-I6 aircraft flies
straight and level for 1 second. Then, two 1degree vertical translation maneuvers are initiated
at t=l (sec) and t=9 (secj, respectively. Each
The
pilot’s command lasts for 4 seconds.

At 2 1 0 (sec). the left flaperon actuator
20/(s+20) is reduced to half, i.e., lO/(s+lOj, and
the right flaperon loses 50% of its surface area.

6
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Conespondingly, the third column of B and
&(6,6) are multiplied by a factor of 0.5.
Similarly, %(1,7), %(2,7), and %(3,7) ~IE reduced
by half (Figure 4).

We have presented a reconfigurable
longitudinal tlight control systea for an AFIW16 aircrafi capable of accommodating sensor,
actuator, and smctural failures. The closed-loop
multivariable flight controller was designed via a
robust direct adaptive control approach for wind
gusts rejection, sensor noise suppression, and
insensitivity to random variations in aerodynamic
stabiity derivatives. It causes the aircraft to
achieve a good response to a command in flight
path angle "1. by redistributing control effon
among the remaining surfaces without explicit
knowledge of a given failure condition.

On the other hand, also at e10 (sec),
%(2,4), and %(3,4) are multiplied by a
factor of 0.25. This is equivalent to a 75% loss
of left elevator surface area
And the right
elevator actuator speed of response is reduced to
5/(s+5).
This failure is modeled by %(5,5)=5
and B(52)=5 (Figure 5).
&(1,4),
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